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Appendix B

On modal propositions

In this appendix we give translations of two 13th-century works on modal logic
that we refer to in Chapter 4. In §B.1 we translate De propositionibus modalibus
[Aq06], which is presumed to be an early work of St. Thomas Aquinas. In §B.2
we translate the portions of Summa totius logicae Aristotelis [Pse06] which deal
with modal propositions, conversions, and syllogisms. This work was previously
attributed to Aquinas, but that attribution has been questioned.

B.1 Aquinas, On modal propositions

(1) Because a proposition (propositio) is said to be modal because of a mode, in
order to understand what may be a modal proposition it is necessary to know
first what a mode may be. (2) A mode is a determining attribute of a thing,
which indeed is made by an addition of an adjective word, which determines a
substantive, such as when it is said ‘man is white’, or by an adverb, which de-
termines a verb, as in ‘a man runs well’. (3) Indeed it must be understood that
modes are threefold. (4) Some determine the subject of a proposition, as in ‘a
white man runs’. (5) Some determine a predicate, as in ‘Socrates is a white man’,
or ‘Socrates runs swiftly’. (6) Some determine the composition itself of the pred-
icate with the subject, as when it is said ‘that Socrates runs is impossible’, and
by this mode alone is a proposition called modal. (7) But the other propositions
which are not modal, they are called assertoric (de inesse). (8) But the modes
which determine composition are six, namely: true, false, necessary, impossible,
possible, contingent. (9) True and false, however, attach nothing above the sig-
nifications of the assertoric propositions: indeed the same thing is signified when
it is said ‘Socrates does not run’ and ‘that Socrates runs is false’, and ‘Socrates
runs’ and ‘that Socrates runs is true’. (10) That does not appertain to the other
four modes, because the same [thing] is not signified when it is said ‘Socrates
runs’ and ‘that Socrates runs is possible’.
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158 Appendix B. On modal propositions

(11) And therefore, passing over true and false, let us consider the other four.
(12) But because a predicate determines the subject, and not conversely, for that
reason for this, [that is] which propositions may be modal, it is necessary that
the four aforesaid modes are made known, and the word causing the composition
may be placed before the subject: because indeed it happens if an infinitive verb
is assumed for the indicative verb of the proposition, and the accusative case [is
assumed] for the nominative; then the dictum1 of the proposition is expressed,
just as of this proposition ‘Socrates runs’, the dictum is ‘that Socrates runs’. (13)
Therefore when the dictum is fixed as the subject, and a mode for the predicate,
then the proposition is modal, as when it is said ‘that Socrates runs is possible’.
(14) If however it is converted, [then] it will be assertoric, as in ‘it is possible
that Socrates runs’. (15) Moreover, of modal propositions, some are de dicto2,
some are de re3. (16) Modality is de dicto in which the whole dictum is made
the subject and the mode is predicated, as in ‘that Socrates runs is possible’;
modality is de re in which the mode is inserted into the dictum, as in ‘Socrates
is possibly running’.

(17) However it must be understood that all modals de dicto are singulars,
because a mode is predicated of this or that in the same way as of a certain
singular. (18) On the other hand modality de re is distinguished: universal,
particular, indefinite or singular according to the subject of the dictum, just
as concerning assertoric propositions; whence this ‘that every man is possibly
running’ is universal, and so concerning the others.

(19) Likewise it must be understood that a modal proposition is called affir-
mative or negative according to the affirmation or negation of the mode, and not
of the dictum: whence this ‘that Socrates doesn’t run is possible’ is affirmative;
but this ‘that Socrates runs is not possible’ is negative. (20) However, it must
be understood that ‘necessary’ has a likeness with a universal affirmative sign,
because what is necessary, always is; [and] ‘impossible’ [has a likeness] with a uni-
versal negative sign, because what is impossible, never is. (21) But ‘contingent’
and ‘possible’ have a likeness with a particular sign: because what is contingent
and possible, sometimes is, sometimes isn’t.

(22) And for that reason is-necessary and is-impossible are contraries; and
is-possibly and is-possibly-not are subcontraries; is-necessary and is-possible are
subalterns, and similarly is-impossible and is-possible-not; but is-necessary and
is-possible-not are contradictories, similarly is-impossible and is-possible, as it
makes clear in the following figure.4 (23) It must be noted that all propositions
which are in the same order are equipollent. (24) Moreover, a rule and mode of
proving in contraries, subcontraries, and contradictories in the same mode may be
applied in these just as in assertoric propositions. (25) Further, it must be known

1lit. ‘what is said’
2lit. ‘of the dictum’.
3lit. ‘of the thing’.
4My source text has omitted the figure.
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concerning equipollent modals, that the same negation put down near a mode
works, just as in assertoric propositions. (26) Negation in a proposition makes
equipollent its contradictory in mode, as in ‘is not necessary’ and ‘is possibly not’
[are] equipollent; but negation apposite the dictum makes equipollent a contrary:
however negation apposite either [makes equipollent] a subaltern. (27) From
which it must be understood that ‘possible’ and ‘contingent’ signify the same
thing: whence propositions of possibility and contingency are similarly ordered
[as] equipollents. (28) However all equipollent propositions are by themselves in
one order. (29) Whence it is clear that there are four orders. (30) The first
order is: is-possible with its equipollents. (31) Second: is-possible-not with its
equipollents. (32) Third: is-impossible with its equipollents. (33) Fourth: is-
necessary with its equipollents. (34) From this it is clear that the fourth order is
contrary to the third, therefore the first is subcontrary to the second, the third
is contradictory to the first, the fourth is contradictory to the second, the first is
subaltern to the fourth, and the second to the third.

(35) Whence the verse: The third order is always contrary to the fourth. (36)
The second disputes with the fourth in contradiction. (37) For you, the first may
be the subcontrary line to the second. (38) The third order is contradictory to the
first. (39) The first may be subsumed by the fourth, having particularity. (40)
But it has by this rule a line following from the second. (41) Or the subaltern
order may be the first or the second. (42) The first is ‘amabimus’, the second
‘edentuli’. (43) The third is ‘illiace’, and the remaining one ‘purpurea’. (44) U
destroys the whole, but A establishes one or the other, E destroys the dictum,
and I destroys the mode.

B.2 Pseudo-Aquinas, excerpts from Summa

totius logicae Aristotelis

Tract. 6, cap. 7

(1) It remains to speak of the third division, which is according to quantity. (2)
Whereby you must note that of categories of assertions certain [ones] are assertoric
(de inesse), certain [others are] in fact modal. (3) Moreover, an assertion is called
assertoric which is the simple inherence of a predicate to a subject, as in ‘man is
animal’. (4) But it is modal in which the inherence of the predicate to the subject
is modified, as in ‘that Socrates runs is possible’ or ‘man is necessarily animal’.
(5) Whence in the first place it must be spoken concerning quantity, equipollents,
oppositions, which accompany quantity in assertoric assertions; in the second
place [is] concerning the same in modal assertions. (6) However in order to see
the quantity of the assertoric assertions themselves, it must be understood that
those which the intellect apprehends, certain [ones] are universals, namely, what
are not suited to be found begotten in several: certain [others] are singulars,
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namely, what are not suited to be found except in one. (7) However a universal
is able to be considered in two ways: in one mode about the separation from
singulars, namely, according to being which presides objectively in the intellect:
in another mode according to being which presides in singulars. (8) On the first
mode of considering a universal, of that something is able to be asserted in two
ways. (9) In one mode, when something is attributed to it because it pertains to
a single action of the intellect; as when we say ‘man is predicable of many things’
or ‘man is universal’ or ‘man is a species’: indeed the intellect forms this kind of
intentions, and attributes the same to the natured intellect, for example to man,
according to which it is compared that very thing to those which are outside
the soul. (10) In the other mode something is asserted concerning a universal so
supposed when something is attributed to itself, exactly as the natured intellect
is apprehended by the intellect as one; nevertheless that which is attributed to it,
does not pertain to the act of the intellect, but to the being which has that very
natured intellect in things which are outside the soul; you must consider whether
it is said ‘man is the most dignified of creatures’: indeed this agrees with human
nature according to which it is in singulars: for any single man whatever is more
dignified than all irrational creatures; but nevertheless all single men are not one
man outside the soul, as when it is said in the aforementioned assertion ‘man is
the most dignified of creatures’ here the word ‘man’ stands for all singulars, but is
one only in the receiving of the mind. (11) And because it is not generally agreed
that universals subsist apart from singulars; for this reason common usage of
speaking does not have some word or sign which attaches to universals according
to the appointed modes by which something is predicated of the same. (12) But
Plato, who posited that universals subsist apart from singulars, invented certain
figures of speech, which attached to universals in such ways of predication: he
said indeed: through itself man is a species, or: predicable man is a species.

(13) By the second mode something is asserted concerning universals, accord-
ing to what is in singulars themselves; and this is twofold. (14) In one way when
something is attributed to itself by reason of its universal, which clearly per-
tains to its own essence or which acquires its own principle essence; as when it
is said ‘man is animal’ or ‘man is risible’. (15) In the other way when something
is attributed to the same by reason of a singular in which it is found; namely,
when some one individual accident is attributed to itself, as when it is said ‘man
moves’. (16) And because this mode of asserting something of a universal fails
in the common apprehension of men; for that reason certain actions for a mode
that must be designated to be attributed to a universal accepted in this way are
found. (17) Whence if something is attributed to itself in the first way, namely, by
reason of that very thing, as in a universal; because this is something to be uni-
versally predicated of itself, for that reason this sign ‘every’ was invented which
designates, that the predicate is attributed universally with respect to all that
which is contained underneath the subject. (18) In fact in negative predications
near the same invention is this word ‘nullus’: through which it is signified that
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the predicate is removed universally from the subject according to every thing
which is contained in it. (19) If in fact something is attributed to it by the second
mode, namely, by reason of a singular; a particular sign is found near that which
designates in an affirmative, namely, this word ‘certain’ or ‘some’, through which
it is designated that a predicate is attributed by a universal to a subject by reason
of its particular. (20) But because ‘indeterminate’ signifies the form of some sin-
gulars; for that reason it designates a universal under a certain indetermination.
(21) Whence it is said an individual is vague. (22) But in negatives some word
is not found, or some other sign: but we say that a certain man does not run or
some man runs.

(23) Therefore in this way there are three genera of affirmations in which
something is predicated of a universal. (24) First, in which something is pred-
icated universally of a universal, as in ‘every man is an animal’. (25) Second,
in which something is predicated particularly of a universal as in ‘some man is
white’. (26) Third, in which something is predicated of a universal without a
universal or a particular determination, as in ‘man is animal’. (27) The first
assertion is called universal: the second particular: the third indefinite. (28) To
which if a singular is added, in which something is predicated of a singular, as in
‘Socrates runs’, there will be four modes of assertion, which can be negative just
as they are affirmative. (26) And in such a way it is clear et cetera.

Tract. 6, cap. 11

(1) Now it remains to put down or to speak concerning modal propositions. (2)
Moreover, a mode, as here supposed, is an adjoining determination of a thing;
that is, a determination made through an adjective. (3) However, adjectives are
twofold:namely, of nouns, as in white and black, and of verbs, which type are
adverbs. (4) Because indeed an adverb stands beside a verb and always depends
on a verb, for that reason it is said to be an adverbial adjective, as when it is
said ‘he runs swiftly’. (5) It should be noted that adverbs are able to determine
a verb in many ways: certain ones determine it by reason of the action or passion
which the verb signifies, as in, ‘I run swiftly’ or ‘I act bravely’: and these make
qualitative adverbs. (6) Certain others [determine] in truth by reason of time,
as in temporal adverbs. (7) Others in truth [determine] by reason of a mode,
as in adverbs of naming and desiring. (8) Certain others in truth [determine]
a verb by reason of a composition which is made in speech: and those are six:
namely, necessarily, impossibly, possibly, contingently, truly, falsely. (9) Indeed
when it is said ‘Socrates runs quickly’, it is signified that his running is fast: but
when it is said ‘Necessarily Socrates runs’, it is not signified that his running is
necessary, but that the composition, namely, ‘Socrates runs’ is necessary: and in
this way concerning the other five adverbs already mentioned. (10) It must be
known that the aforementioned six adverbs make true modal assertions: because
they are able to make modal propositions understood adverbially, when it is said,
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‘Socrates runs necessarily’, and by name, as when it is said ‘that Socrates runs is
necessary’: and the same concerning the others.

(11) Moreover it is true that two of these modes, namely, truly and falsely, do
not change the assertion according to oppositions, equipollents, and suchlike, but
by the same mode we consider it, or by the same mode it is assigned in it just as in
assertoric categoricals: for this reason we may pass over these. (12) But because
the other four adverbs, namely, possibly, impossibly, necessarily, contingently,
change the aforementioned assertions, for this reason we may concentrate on
these. (13) However concerning these for the time being we will consider four:
namely, quantity, quality, corruptions, and equipollents, because of conversion of
these it will be said in the tract concerning syllogisms, where indeed it will be said
of conversions of assertoric assertions. (14) However for knowing the quantity of
them, it must be noted that certain ones are modal propositions de dicto, as in
‘that Socrates runs is necessary’, in which clearly the dictum is made subject, and
a mode is predicated: and these are truly modals, because a mode here determines
the verb by reason of composition, as in what’s said above. (15) However certain
others are modal [propositions] de re, in which a mode is interposed in the dictum,
as in ‘Socrates is necessarily running’: indeed by this mode the sense is not that
this dictum is necessary, namely, ‘that Socrates runs’, but of this the sense is
that in Socrates is necessity for running. (16) And it is more clearly apparent
concerning ‘possible’. (17) Indeed when it is said ‘that Socrates runs is possible’,
the sense is that this dictum, namely, that Socrates runs, is possible; but when it
is said ‘Socrates is possibly running’, the sense is that in Socrates it is possible
for running to be. (18) However there are other assertions which appear to be
modal, and are not: because clearly the mode is made subject and the dictum
predicated: as in, ‘it is possible that Socrates runs’. (19) The reason for this is,
because the denomination [of a proposition as modal] should be obtained by form:
however, the formal [thing] in the assertion is the predicate, and for that reason
it ought to be denominated by the predicate. (20) When therefore in an assertion
a mode is predicate, it will be modal: but when the dictum is predicated, it will
not be modal.

(21) It must be known that all modal de dicto assertions are singulars, al-
though in it might be a universal sign. (22). Whence this ‘that every man runs
is possible’, is singular: and in this way concerning all the others. (23) And this
is the reason of it. (24) For, as was said above, an assertion is said to be singular
because in it a singular or a singular term is made subject, as in ‘Socrates runs’.
(25) But in such assertions this signified dictum is made subject, namely, ‘that
every man runs’, because the whole is accepted for one signified term. (26) There-
fore all assertions of such a kind are singulars. (27) In fact in modals de re, and
in those which seem to be modal and are not, quantity is assigned according to
what terms and signs are in the dictum. (28) Whence this ‘it is possible that all
men run’ is universal: and this ‘it is possible that some man runs’ is particular,
and so it stands concerning modals de re. (29) Therefore it is clear concerning
their quantity.
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Tract. 6, cap. 12

(1) It follows concerning their quality. (2) Whereby it should be noted that in as-
sertoric assertions three things are perceived: namely, the subject, the predicate,
and the composition of the two: which thus stands in a certain way just as in
natural things. (3) Indeed in men body and soul and humanity are observed: the
body is the matter: the soul is the form, which is a part of composition, whence
it is the form with respect to the body; but humanity is the form with respect to
both, namely, with respect to the body and the soul. (4) Just as in what was just
said, in an assertion the subject is like the matter, the predicate is in fact like
the form, which is a part of composition, whence it is a quasi-form with respect
to the subject: but, the composition is the form of both. (5) Whence in the
same affirmation and negation are obtained according to composition or division,
in which is negation. (6) Whence when a negation is not a composition, it will
be an affirmative assertion: if in fact in it is a negation, then it is a negative
assertion. (7) However in modals, just as the predicate stands in those assertoric
so stands the mode: because it is as a form with respect to the dictum. (8) And
for this reason, if a mode is composed with an affirmative dictum, the modal
will be affirmative: if in fact it is negative, the proposition will be negative. (9)
Indeed this ‘that Socrates is not running is possible’ is affirmative, because the
composition of the mode with the dictum is affirmed. (10) However this ‘that
Socrates runs is not possible’ is negative, because such composition is negated.

(11) And this is clearly apparent in the truth and falsity of them. (12) Indeed
an affirmation of the same singular is opposed to the contradictory of the negation;
and consequently, if one is true, the remaining one is false. (13) But these ‘that
Socrates runs is possible’, ‘that Socrates does not run is possible’, both are true,
because Socrates is able to run and able not to run, and concerning both dicta
the possibility is verified. (14) Therefore it is not the case that one is affirmative
and the other negative. (15) It must be understood that it is permitted that a
modal assertion is called affirmative and negative by an affirmative mode and
by a negative mode; nevertheless, any of these is able to be varied in four ways:
because either it will have both, namely, an affirmative dictum and mode, as in
‘that Socrates runs is possible’: or both negative, as in ‘the Socrates does not run
is not possible’: or a negative dictum and an affirmative mode, as in ‘that Socrates
does not run is possible’: or an affirmative dictum and a negative mode, as in
‘that Socrates runs is not possible’. (16) And in this way it is clear concerning
the quality of them.

Tract. 6, cap. 13

(1) Now it must be considered concerning the opposition of them. (2) Whereby
it should be noted, that modals in this mode are varied according to affirmation
and negation in the dictum and in the mode, just as was immediately said, and in
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this way oppositions are made between them. (3) But because by a diverse mode
they are opposed mutually to each other, for that reason in the first place it must
be spoken of opposition of modals according to diverse modes; afterwards we will
reduce one mode to another through equipollents; and in this way oppositions of
all will be accessible. (4) It should be noted, that ‘possible’ is able to be obtained
in two ways: either in its whole signification, and then it includes necessary and
contingent: and in this way what is necessary to be, is possible to be, and what
is contingent to be, is possible to be. (5) In the other mode it is accepted only for
a contingent; and in this way it is accepted in such oppositions. (6) Whence it is
permitted that modal assertions be four, however three of them make diversity
in oppositions and equipollents, because those of a contingent and those of a
possible are on behalf of the same. (7) Therefore concerning such we may speak
of three modes; namely, necessary, impossible, possible. (8) And it is permitted,
as when it is said when a mode subsists and a dictum is predicated, the assertion
is not modal, however it is easily reduced to a modal. (9) And in this way we
will make use of such assertions. (10) It must be known that just as it is said
in assertoric assertions, that sign ‘every’ designates that the predicate of the
assertion is attributed to the subject with regard to all that which is contained
beneath it, in fact this sign ‘not any’ removes from the subject the whole of
what is contained under it; and because of this the universal affirmative and
the universal negative are contraries. (11) In this way in such modal assertions,
this mode ‘necessary’ functions to signify total inherence of the subject to the
predicate, because what belongs necessarily belongs to all such; and for this
reason it represents the same category, namely, an affirmative modal of necessity
and a universal affirmative assertoric. (12) And just as ‘not any’ removes the
whole, indeed therefore [it is] impossible; because what is impossible to belong,
belongs to no such; and for this reason a proposition of impossibility represents
the category of a universal negative. (13) And just as ‘quidam’ in having to
be affirmed does not indicate total inherence, and also similarly in having to
be denied it does not remove the whole of what is contained under the subject,
in this way is the mode ‘possible’: because what is possible to belong, does not
belong to all, and what is possible to not be in, is not in none; and for that reason
‘possible’ being affirmed represents the category of a particular affirmative; and
‘possible’ being denied represents the category of a particular negative. (14)
Therefore according to what was said, these phrases ‘is necessary to be’ and ‘is
impossible to be’ are contrary: ‘is necessary to be’ and ‘is impossible to be’ are
contradictory: ‘is impossible to be’ and ‘is possible to be’ are contradictory: ‘is
possible to be’ and ‘is possible not to be’ are subcontrary: ‘is necessary to be’
and ‘is possible to be’ are subaltern: ‘is impossible to be’ and ‘is possible not
to be’ are subaltern: as is clear in the following figure.5 (15) By considering
these, it will immediately be clear concerning their equipollents and concerning

5The figure was not included in my source text.
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the oppositions of them, because they are varied by negations put down in the
dictum or in the mode. (16) For equipollents of modals, are made in the same
way as in assertoric assertions, clearly according to that verse, ‘before Contradic.,
after Contra., before and after Subalter.’. (17) Indeed, negation put before the
mode makes equipollent its contradictory; whence this ‘is not necessary to be’ is
equipollent with this ‘is possible not to be’. (18) And this ‘is not impossible to be’
is equipollent with this ‘is possible to be’. (19) But negation put after the mode
of course makes equipollent its contrary: whence this ‘is necessary not to be’ is
equipollent with this ‘is impossible to be’. (20) And this ‘is impossible not to be’
is equipollent with this ‘is necessary to be’. (21) ‘Before or after Subaltern.’, that
is negation put before and put after the mode makes equipollent its subaltern:
whence this ‘is not necessary not to be’ is equipollent with this ‘is possible to
be’; and similarly ‘is not impossible not to be’ is equipollent with this ‘is possible
not to be’. (22) From what is said it is possible to make clear in what way
oppositions of the same propositions are varied in mode through negations: for
example concerning assertions of necessity, that ‘is necessary to be’ and this ‘is
not necessary to be’ are contradictories, and those, namely, ‘is not necessary not
to be’ and ‘is necessary to be’ are subalterns; and so it stands concerning other
singular modal assertions, through this verse: amabimus, edentuli, purpurea,
which makes it sufficiently clear.

Tract. 7, cap. 2

(1) But conversion of propositions, as it is taken here, is to make a predicate of
the subject and a subject of the predicate; thus with respect to this whenever
true conversion is existing, likewise it will be true in what it is converted into. (2)
For example this proposition, every man is animal, if it is converted into this one,
every animal is man, a subject is correctly made of the predicate, and a predicate
of the subject; nevertheless the first proposition is true, but the second is false:
for this reason such a conversion is not valid. (3) However in propositions of finite
terms, of which we here consider, conversion is twofold: namely, simple and per
accidens. (4) Moreover it is called simple conversion, whenever a subject is made
of the predicate, and the predicate of the subject, with the second proposition
remaining the same in quality and quantity with the first. (5) But it is called per
accidens, whenever a subject is made of the predicate, and conversely, with the
same quality of the proposition remaining, but the quantity changing. (6) In the
first way are converted universal negative and particular affirmative propositions:
in the second way are converted the universal affirmative, and, as some say, the
universal negative. (7) Nevertheless, it is not necessary to put down this: for
if, from this, no man is a stone, it follows, no stone is a man, and this is true;
by necessity it follows that this is true: some stone is not a man. (8) For as
was said above, whenever true universals are existing, the particulars are always
true, although not conversely. (9) First let us prove simple conversion, and first
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of universals. (10) And because, as was said, in such syllogisms and of those
propositions it does not matter in what the matter may be; for that reason I
will use transcendent terms, in the place of which they are able to put down any
terms whatever.

Tract. 7, cap. 3

(1) Now it must be spoken of conversion of modal propositions. (2) It must be
understood that propositions of necessity and impossibility are converted in the
same way as assertoric propositions, and are proved through the same princi-
ple. (3) But propositions of possibility and contingency are not converted in the
same way. (4) But because oppositions are not obtained in modal propositions
as in assertoric propositions; for that reason it is necessary to reveal proofs of
the aforementioned propositions. (5) And in such a way as we will make it clear
concerning propositions of necessity, so we will concerning propositions of impos-
sibility. (6) Therefore such a proposition may be converted, ‘it is necessary for no
b to be a’ which is converted into this ‘it is necessary for no a to be b’, because
from the opposite of the second proposition it can be inferred the opposite of the
preceding: indeed the opposite of that, ‘it is necessary for no a to be b’ is that,
‘it is not necessary for no a to be b’; but that is equipollent to this ‘it is possible
for some a to be b’: for ‘it is not necessary not to be’ is equipollent with this
‘what is impossible to be’: because ‘not none’ is equipollent with this ‘what is
something’: therefore that, ‘it is not necessary for no a to be b’ is equipollent
with this, ‘it is possible for some a to be b’. (7) However it follows from this, ‘it
is possible for some b to be a’: which is possible to prove through an expository
syllogism, as was said above concerning a particular affirmative. (8) But this, ‘it
is possible for some b to be a’, is a contradictory of the antecedent, which was ‘it
is necessary for no b to be a’. (9) Therefore from the opposite of the consequent
it is inferred the opposite of the antecedent. (10) Therefore the first consequence
or conversion was good.

(11) A particular affirmative is converted in the same way, and thus is proved
through the same principle. (11) It is necessary for a certain b to be a, therefore
it is necessary for a certain a to be b. (13) The opposite of this is ‘it is not
necessary for some a to be b’ which is equipollent with this, ‘it is possible for no a
to be b’, which is converted into this, ‘it is possible for no b to be a’. (14) Indeed,
it is not assumed here that ‘possible’ is exactly the same as what is contingent,
because it is not converted, as will be made clear below; but ‘possible’ is assumed
only in its whole significant, as it comprehends necessary and contingent, as is
said above in another tract.6 (15) However this, ‘it is impossible for no b to
be a’ is contradictory to this, ‘it is necessary for a certain b to be a’, which
was the antecedent. (16) Indeed in the same way the conversion per accidens of

6This discussed in tract. 6, cap. 13, 4–5.
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a universal affirmative is proved, namely, through conversion made through an
accident. (17) It must be noted that this is different between concrete accidental
and substantial predicates, and their subjects. (18) For they call a form according
to a part of the predicate, but [it is] according to the subject [that] they name
that which is that form. (19) Indeed, when I say ‘Socrates is white’, this word
‘white’, names only the form of whiteness; but when I say ‘a certain white thing is
Socrates’ the word ‘white’ names what has whiteness. (20) Therefore in this kind
of matter conversion of modal affirmatives fails: for this is true ‘it is necessary
for a certain white thing to be a body’; and yet this is false, ‘it is necessary for
a body to be white’: because this is contingent. (21) And in this way it is clear
concerning conversions of propositions of necessity. (22) In the same way those
of impossibility in their whole signification are made.

(23) However conversions of propositions of contingency, and of possibility, as
is the same as what is contingent, are made in terms, such as ‘it is contingent
for no b to be a’ is converted into this ‘it is contingent for all b to be a’. (24)
Whence these conversions in another and opposite mode stand in themselves
for conversions of assertoric propositions, and of modal dicta: for in these the
predicate always takes the place of the subject, and conversely; and in these
their quality is always preserved, although not always their quantity. (25) But in
those which were subject or predicate, remain in the same mode and the quality
is changed. (26) But the reason of these is: because, as was said, this is a
good conversion, in which just as it is true in a converted proposition, thus it is
among those according to which it is converted. (27) If however a proposition of
contingency is converted in this way, because the predicate took the place of the
subject, and conversely; it was not found in all proper matter, but in such matter
the antecedent was true and the consequent false, therefore the conversion was
bad. (28) For example in significative terms: ‘it is contingent for no man to be
white’, that is true: because this was able to be contingent: if it is converted
in this way, ‘it is contingent for no white thing to be a man’, that is false. (29)
Therefore let it be put in this way: that Socrates was white; never will it be
contingent for Socrates not to be a man. (30) However this conversion is made
in a separate quality. (31) For contingency is trifold: either bilateral7, as in ‘it is
contingent for man to be white’: or plural (ut in pluribus), as in ‘it is contingent
for man to have two eyes’: or paucal (ut in paucioribus), as in ‘it is contingent
for man to be one-eyed’. (32) However, something is called a bilateral contingent,
because however many they are able to be in, from so many they are able to
be removed. (33) Therefore a negative and an affirmative form are true at the
same time. (34) However a plural contingent cannot be converted into a plural
contingent, but into a paucal contingent. (35) Whence that ‘it is contingent for
no man to be blind’ is converted into this ‘it is contingent that all men are blind’.
(36) Indeed the first is a plural contingent but the second is paucal. (37) In the

7Following Mark Thakkar’s translation of contingens ad utrumlibet in [Tha05].
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same way a paucal contingent is converted just as a plural contingent is, and in
this way the conversion of them is obtained just as was said concerning bilateral
contingents. (38) For if it happens in few then it ceases in many. (39) And in this
way it is clear concerning conversions of modals. (40) It must be noted that some
propositions are put down which are free from conversion, when nothing may
be made from the proposition, because none of them are able to be put in any
syllogisms which are reducible, therefore clearly in this way these lack conversion:
and in such a way of the aforesaid it is superfluous to speak.

Tract. 7, cap. 13

(1) Now it must be spoken of modal syllogisms. (2) Whereby it should be noted
that, because propositions of necessity and impossibility and those of possibility
and contingency are obtained in the same way, as was said above in the tract
on conversions8; for that reason modal syllogisms in two ways are made differing
between them. (3) Firstly we will speak of syllogisms of necessity, to which those
of impossibility are able to be reduced. (4) Secondly we will speak of syllogisms
of contingency, to which those of possibility contingently supposed are reduced.
(5) It must be known that some syllogisms of necessity have both propositions9

necessary; and then in whatever figure or mode they are made, the conclusion
is always necessary. (6) For example. (7) It is necessary for every man to be
an animal. (8) It is necessary for every risible thing to be a man. (9) Therefore
it is necessary for every risible thing to be an animal: and so concerning each
individual et cetera. (10) It must be noted that necessity is twofold: namely,
simple necessity, when it belongs to something simply, and not according to some
time or place, or this sort of thing: like ‘it is necessary for man to be an animal’.
(11) Another is necessity according to some thing, or according to time; like when
we say that anything which is, when it is, it is necessary for it to be; or according
to place or according to some such sort of thing: and by this mode a necessary
proposition is not obtained. (12) Indeed when Socrates runs, he necessarily runs,
and yet this proposition ‘Socrates runs’ is not necessary, but contingent. (13)
But if the syllogisms of necessity have one proposition necessary and the other
assertoric: although always we may conclude the major extreme to be in the
minor, still we cannot always conclude so out of necessity: but at some times it
is thus and at other times not. (14) Whereby it must be known that in the first
figure, with major propositions being necessary and minor assertoric, it always
follows a necessary conclusion. (15) But with the majors being assertoric in so far
as the minor may be necessary still the conclusion will not be necessary: because
terms are found where it is so, and where it is not so. (16) For example: every man
is an animal. (17) Every risible thing is necessarily a man. (18) Therefore every

8Tract. 7, cap. 3.
9Recall that ‘proposition’ is given as a synonym for ‘premise’ in Tract. 7, cap. 3, sen. 4.
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risible thing is necessarily an animal. (19) Here are terms where it is so. (20) But
the terms where it is not so, are these. (21) Every man is white. (22) Every risible
thing is necessarily a man. (23) Therefore every risible thing is necessarily white.
(24) However the conclusion is not simply necessary. (25) Thus it is concerning
the other moods of the first figure in affirmatives as in negatives. (26) But in the
second figure in the first three modes when the negative proposition is necessary,
whether it is the major or the minor, the conclusion will be necessary, this being
assertoric. (27) But when the affirmative is necessary, and the negative assertoric,
a necessary conclusion does not follow. (28) And this is able to be clearly seen by
reducing the aforesaid syllogisms to moods of the first figure: for always in the
reduced syllogisms the negative will be the major. (29) For, in the first figure, as
was said, if the major is necessary, then the conclusion is; but if not, neither is
the conclusion.

(30) But in the fourth mood of the second figure, when either proposition is
necessary, whether affirmative or negative, provided that the other is assertoric a
necessary conclusion does not always follow: for if the universal affirmative is not
necessary, in the same terms a syllogism will be made in which it will be made the
second mood of the same figure when a universal affirmative is necessary. (31) But
as was said, if the affirmative is necessary, a necessary conclusion doesn’t follow:
which is clear through reduction of it to the second mood of the first figure:
therefore this also doesn’t follow. (32) But if a particular negative is necessary,
a necessary conclusion doesn’t always follow, as is clear in these terms, namely:
every white thing is a man: some ass is necessarily not a man: but it does not
follow: therefore a certain ass is necessarily not white. (33) But in the third figure
are affirmative syllogisms and negative. (34) However of the affirmative ones,
some have both propositions universal, but some [have] one. (35) All that have
both propositions universal, whichever one being necessary, whether the major
or the minor, a necessary conclusion follows; that is clear through reduction of
it to the first figure. (36) In truth all that have [just] one universal, when it is
necessary, whether the major or the minor, a necessary conclusion follows. (37)
But if the particular is necessary, a necessary conclusion does not follow: because
if it is reduced to the first figure, the major is assertoric: whereby, as was said, a
necessary conclusion does not follow. (38) But of negative [syllogisms] certain ones
have a negative universal proposition, however certain [others have] a particular.
(39) Whence all that have a universal negative proposition, when it is necessary,
a necessary conclusion doesn’t follow. (40) In truth those having a negative
particular and an affirmative universal, whenever one of them is necessary, a
necessary conclusion doesn’t follow. (41) For example thus: A certain man is not
vigilant. (42) Every man is necessarily an animal. (43) Therefore, a certain animal
is necessarily not vigilant. (44) And this is when the affirmative is necessary.
(45) However, when the negative is necessary, as in this ‘a certain white thing
is necessarily not an animal’, ‘every white thing is vigilant’: it does not follow
(46) therefore, some vigilant thing is necessarily not an animal: seeing that every
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vigilant thing may necessarily be an animal. (47) And so it is clear concerning
modal syllogisms of necessity.

Tract. 7, cap. 14

(1) It follows concerning syllogisms of contingency. (2) Whereby it should be
noted that contingency is twofold: namely, contingency which is in and contin-
gency which is able to be in. (3) Moreover it is said that this contingency which
is in, at any time it is predicated, although it may not be of the essence of the
subject or a property of it, nevertheless it is a term which is able to be predicated
and denied of the subject, although now it will actually be predicated of the
same: and such a proposition, although it may be of contingent matter, still it is
called of contingency which is in. (4) However, contingency which is able to be
in, is designated when the predicate is of contingency, just as concerning white
with respect to man: however in a proposition it is not said to be in actually, but
possibly: as when I say ‘it is contingent for man to be white’, the sense is not
that ‘man might be white’ but that he is able to be white.

(5) It must be known that in the first figure, when both propositions are of
contingency, likewise the conclusion will be of contingency, as follows: (6) It is
contingent for all white things to be musical. (7) It is contingent for all men to
be white. (8) Therefore it is contingent for all men to be musical. (9) And it is
likewise concerning the other moods.

(10) But in the second figure if both propositions are of contingency, whether
they may be affirmative, or one of them be negative, whether they may be uni-
versal, or one of them be particular; the conclusion will never be of contingency.
(11) For example: it is contingent for no man to be white. (12) It is contingent
for all risible things to be white. (13) Therefore, it is contingent for no risible
thing to be a man. (14) It does not follow: because it is necessary for every risible
thing to be a man. (15) And likewise concerning the others.

(16) But in the third figure, when the premises are of contingency, whether
they may be affirmative, or one of them be negative, whether universals, or par-
ticulars; a conclusion of contingency always follows, as in: it is contingent for all
men to be white. (17) It is contingent for all men to be musical. (18) There-
fore, it is contingent for a musical thing to be white.10 (19) And likewise in the
other moods.

10This is very curious: The conclusion here is not a standard modal categorical: there is no
quantifier. However, there is a deeper problem: one can create a syllogism of the same form
where the conclusion is impossible, not contingent: It is contingent for all men to be white, it
is contingent for all men to be black, therefore it is contingent for a white thing to be black.
If we translate the 〈modal〉 + 〈quantifier〉 ‘A esse B’ construction in the equally correct ‘that
〈quantifier〉 A is B is 〈modal〉’, then our argument is: That all men are white is contingent, that
all men are black is contingent, therefore that a white thing is black is contingent, and here the
conclusion is clearly not contingent but necessarily false.
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(20) But if one premise is of contingency and the other assertoric; a conclusion
of contingency doesn’t always follow. (21) Whence in the first figure when the
major is of contingency, whether it may be affirmative, or negative, but the minor
is simply assertoric, then a conclusion of contingency always follows. (22) As in:
It is contingent for all men to be white.11 (23) Every risible thing is a man,
therefore it is contingent for every risible thing to be white. (24) But when
the major is assertoric and the minor of contingency, a conclusion of contingency
doesn’t always follow, even if the syllogism is perfect, as follows. (25) Every sound
thing is an animal. (26) It is contingent for every horse to be sound: it does not
follow; therefore, it is contingent for every horse to be an animal. (27) It must
be understood, because in any proposition of contingency whatever the dici de
omni is able to be saved in two ways, according to the two senses discussed above.
(28) Whence when I say ‘it is contingent for every man to be white’, I compose
‘man’ to what was said, of which it is able to be predicate, either according to
the existence of its whiteness, to be this sense: everything which is a man, it is
actually contingent for it to be white. (29) Or according to possible inherence,
to be this sense: everything which is a man, it is contingent for it to be able
to be white. (30) An assertoric proposition has only one dici de omni, namely,
according to the composition of the subject to its inferiors according to the actual
inherence of the predicate: and from this it follows that by virtue of the dici de
omni that an assertoric [proposition] is able to subsume that of contingency. (31)
Indeed one dici de omni underneath two is a consequence, because it is in at least
one. (32) But that of contingency is not able to subsume that which is assertoric:
indeed two dici de omni are not contained beneath one. (33) And this is the cause
whereby when the major is of contingency but the minor assertoric, a conclusion
of contingency doesn’t follow in virtue of syllogistics, although it may follow by
grace of the matter.

(34) It must be known that an assertoric proposition is twofold: namely, as-
sertoric as of now (ut nunc), that is, when the predicate is in the subject only
as of now, as in Socrates runs, and simply assertoric. (35) Whence according
to this because a conclusion of contingency may follow when the minor is as-
sertoric, it [the minor] must be simply assertoric, because the predicate always
follows the subject: for this reason it follows that whatever is contingently in the
predicate is contingently in the subject. (36) But because in an assertoric as of
now proposition the predicate does not always follow from the subject, it will not
always be true that whatever is contingently in the predicate is contingently in
the subject. (37) Neither is it the case that if the minor is of contingency, which
is as valid as that which is assertoric as of now, and the major is of contingency,
the conclusion follows. (38) For if the minor is of contingency, the predicate is

11Here we see a distinction between syntax and semantics. Syntactically, this is not a modal
proposition, but an assertoric proposition. But semantically, it is a modal proposition, in that
it is a necessary truth.
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always contingently in the subject; for this ‘it is contingent for man to run’ is
true, because it is always contingent for a man to run, nevertheless this ‘man
doesn’t run’ is not always true: for that reason it stands in itself otherwise than
of bilateral [contingency].

(39) However in the second figure in the first three moods, the negative being
contingent but the affirmative being assertoric does not make a syllogism. (4)
And the cause is because every syllogism in so far as they imply [something] to
that extent they are reduced to the first figure, where is the dici de omni and
the dici de nullo. (41) However such syllogisms are not able to be reduced to the
first figure: indeed a universal negative of contingency is not converted, when the
predicate is made from the subject and the subject is made from the predicate, as
was noted above: but it is converted in terms. (42) Whence this ‘it is contingent
for no man to be white’ is converted into ‘it is contingent for every man to be
white’. (43) Whence following this, when a universal negative is of contingency,
it is evidence that in the three moods a syllogism isn’t made, because it is not
able to be proved through the dici de omni. (44) But when the affirmative is
of contingency, and the negative assertoric a syllogism is made, because such a
syllogism is able to be reduced to the first figure, through negative propositions
similarly converted: still a conclusion of contingency will not be, as was said
above. (45) However in the fourth mood, in no way is a syllogism made, whether
the major of the minor is of contingency. (46) Indeed such a syllogism is not
able to be reduced to the first figure through conversion, but through a converted
syllogism. (47) But whenever one is of contingency and the other assertoric it
is not possible to make such reduction: therefore nothing follows from it. (48)
However because when the major is of contingency such a reduction is not able to
be made, it is clear. (49) Such a syllogism might be: it is contingent for every man
to be white: a certain stone is not white: therefore a certain stone is not a man;
the opposite of which is ‘every stone is a man’. (50) Therefore a syllogism may be
made in the first figure in this way: it is contingent for all men to be white. (51)
Every stone is a man, therefore it is contingent for every stone to be white. (52)
But this is not opposed to this ‘a certain stone is not white’ which was the minor:
for as was said, in a proposition of contingency the dici de omni may be saved
through possible inherence: indeed in the future it will be able to be true that
every stone is made white, but presently a certain stone is not white: and thus
in this mood the combination is not valid. (53) And yet it is apparent that such
a syllogism may not be valid: for when the propositions are true, sometimes a
false conclusion follows: as thus: ‘it is contingent for all men to be white’. (54) A
certain risible thing is not white: it follows: therefore it is contingent for a certain
risible thing not to be a man: which is simply false. (55) Similarly if the minor
is of contingency, nothing follows, and a syllogism is made in this way: every
man is an animal. (56) It is contingent for a certain white thing not to be an
animal. (57) Therefore it is contingent for a certain white thing not to be a man:
as for example an egg, which is white, it is contingent that sometimes it will be
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an animal and sometimes it will not be, if this follows assertoric, namely, that ‘a
certain white thing is not a man’, it does not hold. (58) Indeed the opposite of this
is ‘every white thing is a man’, therefore every white thing is an animal, which is
not opposed to this ‘it is contingent for a certain white thing not to be an animal’,
as was said above. (59) But if a conclusion of contingency is obtained, namely, ‘it
is contingent for a certain white thing not to be an animal’, the opposite of which
is ‘it is necessary for every white thing to be an animal’, the same follows: and
a syllogism is in the first figure so: every man is an animal. (60) It is necessary
for every white thing to be a man. (61) It follows: therefore every white thing
is an animal: as was said above concerning mixtures of necessary and de inesse
[propositions]: which is not opposed to that minor, namely, ‘it is contingent for a
certain white thing to be an animal’: and in this way it is a useless combination.
(62) But in the third figure, when the major is of contingency but the minor
assertoric a conclusion of contingency follows: for when the minor is converted
in five moods of the syllogisms, a reduction to the first figure is made. (63) For
example, a syllogism is made this way: it is contingent for every man to be white.
(64) Every man is an animal. (65) Therefore it is contingent for a certain animal
to be white: when the minor is converted per accidens, a third mood of the first
figure is made in this way: it is contingent for every man to be white. (66) Every
animal is a man. (67) Therefore it is contingent for a certain animal to be white:
and it is likewise concerning the other four moods.

(68) However the fifth mood of the third figure is reduced to the first through
a converted syllogism, so: it is contingent for a certain man not to be white. (69)
Every man is an animal. (70) Therefore it is contingent for a certain animal not
to be white. (71) The opposite of which is: it is necessary for every animal to
be white. (72) Then the minor of the first syllogism may be put down beneath
it, namely, every man is an animal: it follows: therefore it is necessary for every
man to be white: which is the contradictory of the major of the first syllogism.
(73) And so it is clear concerning a mixture of propositions of contingency and
assertoric in the third figure, etc.

Tract. 7, cap. 15

(1) It follows concerning the mixture of contingency and necessity. (2) It should
be noted that in the first figure with regard to affirmatives, when the major is
of contingency but the minor is of necessity, the syllogism will be perfect, and
will imply a conclusion of contingency. (3) For example: it is contingent for all
animals to be white. (4) It is necessary for every man to be an animal. (5)
Therefore it is contingent for all men to be white. (6) But if it is conversely,
namely, when the major is of necessity and the minor of contingency, no syllo-
gism will be made. (7) The cause is, because a necessary proposition can have
one dici de omni, namely, according to the actual inherence of the predicate to
the subject, and to what is contained beneath it. (8) But that [proposition] of
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contingency has a double dici de omni, as was said above. (9) Therefore this is
not able to be subsumed of necessity under that by virtue of the principle which
is the dici de omni. (10) It should be known that in the aforesaid syllogism, al-
though it could be concluded through the dici de omni, nevertheless a conclusion
of contingent possibility was able to be concluded, which clearly holds indiscrim-
inately of necessity and contingency, in virtue of this rule: if some subject is
essentially beneath some predicate, whatever is contingently beneath the subject
is contingently beneath the predicate.

(11) However in a negative syllogism, when the affirmative proposition is
necessary, but the negative is of contingency, a conclusion of contingency follows
in this way: it is contingent for no man to be white. (12) It is necessary for
every risible thing to be a man: it follows: therefore, it is contingent for every
risible thing to be white. (13) But if the negative proposition is necessary, but the
affirmative contingent, two conclusions follow: namely, sometimes of contingency,
sometimes assertoric; which is able to be seen: for from the opposite of either
conclusion with one of the premises, the opposite of the other premise is inferred.
(14) However the reason by which one conclusion may follow from one negative
[proposition] of necessity is because not only is the predicate not said to be in
the subject, but indeed neither is it able to be in it. (15) Whence the syllogism
signifies that the predicate may be not in the subject, and even is not able to be
in it. (16) Whence when something is contingently put under such a subject, it is
signified that such a predicate is actually removed from that which is contingently
put beneath the subject: and this will be a conclusion of contingency; because
what is actually removed contingently makes a contingent assertion, and it is
signified that in no way is it able by itself to be in: and in this way not only is it
not in contingently, indeed in no way is it in it, if it is an assertoric assertion.

(17) However in the second figure in the first three moods when the negative is
of necessity but the affirmative of contingency, indeed a twofold conclusion follows:
namely, of contingency and assertoric: because through conversion of necessary
propositions they are reduced to the first figure. (18) But in the fourth mood when
the affirmative is of contingency but the negative of necessity, or conversely, the
combination will be useless. (19) But in the third figure with regard to affirmative
syllogisms, those having universal propositions or some universal [proposition],
when the major is of contingency but the minor of necessity, a conclusion of
contingency follows. (20) Therefore when the minor is converted a syllogism
of the first figure is made. (21) However if the major is of necessity but the
minor of contingent possibility, because propositions of contingent possibility are
converted just as those of necessity, when the minor is converted, a first figure
[syllogism] is made just as was said, with respect to which when the major [sic]12

is of necessity but the major of contingency, a conclusion of contingent possibility
follows, although not through the dici de omni but through the first rule. (22)

12This is clearly supposed to be ‘minor’, so that this case differs from the previous.
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However with respect to affirmative syllogisms having some premise particular, if
the major is universal, it follows the aforementioned rules. (23) But if the major
is particular, it follows the second rule. (24) However with respect to negative
syllogisms, I say that with respect to the two moods having a universal negative
major, when the major is of contingency but the minor of necessity, a conclusion
of contingency follows, and is it reduced to the first figure through conversion
of the minor. (25) If however the major will be of necessity, but the minor of
contingency, a syllogism is not made: indeed it is not able to be reduced to the first
figure. (26) But if the minor is of contingent possibility, because it is able to be
converted in the same way as those of necessity, a syllogism could be made in the
first figure, whereby a twofold conclusion could be concluded: namely, assertoric
and of contingency, as was said above. (27) However a negative syllogism, the
major of which is a particular negative, when it is of contingency, and when the
major [sic]13 is of necessity, entails a conclusion of contingency, and it is reduced
to the first figure through a converted syllogism. (28) But when the major is of
necessity, a syllogism is not made. (29) And in this way it is clear concerning
modal syllogisms.

13As above, this is an error for ‘minor’.




